Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement
arr. Mac Gordon

Flute

Bb Clarinet

Bb Trumpet

Alto Saxophone

Tenor Saxophone

Horn in F

Baritone Saxophone

Trombone

Euphonium

Sousaphone
Last time: go to last two bars
Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Gm7  F  Eb  D7  Eb  D7  Gm7

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Am7  G  F  E7  F  E7  Am7

Solos over E minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of E minor blues scale written down here.

Em7  D  C  B7  C  B7  Em7

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Am7  G  F  E7  F  E7  Am7

Solos over D minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of D minor blues scale written down here.

Dm7  C  Bb  A7  Bb  A7  Dm7

Solos over E minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Sols over G minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Alto Saxophone  Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

traditional

arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over E minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of E minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

Baritone Saxophone

traditional

arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over E minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Flute

Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement

traditional

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Alto Saxophone  Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement  arr. Mac Gordon

traditional

Solos over E minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of E minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued

B

Last time: go to last two bars
Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement
arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Horn in F

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

Traditional

Solos over D minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.
Notes of D minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Baritone Saxophone

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

traditional

Solos over E minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: go to last two bars
Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

Traditional

Trombone

A

B Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Euphonium  
Wade in the Water -- concert G  
Riff Raff arrangement  
arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Sousaphone

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

traditional

Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued

Last time: go to last two bars
Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

Flute

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: repeat this phrase

Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars
B♭ Clarinet

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Am7    G    F    E7    F    E7    Am7

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued back into letter A.

Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.
B♭ Trumpet

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: go to last two bars

Am7 G F E7 F E7 Am7

Last time: repeat this phrase up
Alto Saxophone  Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement

Solos over E minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Notes of E minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued
Solos over A minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Notes of A minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Am7 G F E7 F E7 Am7 Last time: repeat this phrase
Horn in F  Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement  arr. Mac Gordon

traditional

Solos over D minor blues scale, repeat until cued back into letter A.

Notes of D minor blues scale written down here.

Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase
Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

B Solos over E minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.
Last time: go to last two bars

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued back into letter A.

Solos over E minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: go to last two bars
Trombone

Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement

Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued back into letter A.

Last time: go to last two bars
Euphonium

Wade in the Water -- concert G

Riff Raff arrangement

arr. Mac Gordon

---

A

Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued

B

Last time: go to last two bars
Sousaphone

Wade in the Water -- concert G
Riff Raff arrangement
arr. Mac Gordon

Solos over G minor blues scale. Repeat until cued back into letter A.

Last time: repeat this phrase until cued.

Last time: go to last two bars